
ecoTEC plus
Combination, system and
storage combination
boiler range



Extremely reliable with the in-built quality 
Vaillant is known for, the ecoTEC plus is 
clearly one of the best combination or 
system solutions available today.

With focus on efficiency and smart home integration, the ecoTEC 
plus has been designed to help you take control of your heating 
like never before, allowing you to precisely monitor your energy 
usage and reduce your energy bills. 

Available in a range of power outputs, the ecoTEC plus has been 
remastered to create a stylish, modern and extremely efficient 
boiler, perfect for any home.   



The new ecoTEC plus at a glance
Smart-home ready
App connectivity and smart-
home integration helps you 
control your heating whilst 
monitoring and managing your 
energy usage with ease.

Stylish design
The new ecoTEC plus offers 
a sleek, modern and stylish 
design that fits seamlessly 
into any home.

Guarantee available
10-year guarantee available 
when installed and registered 
with a Vaillant Boiler Protection 
Kit of your choice by a Vaillant 
Advance installer.

A boiler for now, and the future
The ecoTEC plus is hydrogen prepared – tested and validated to 
work safely and can work efficiently with up to 20% hydrogen 
mix. The perfect home heating solution for years to come. 

Quality products
German engineering and British manufacture. Hand-built in 
our award-winning manufacturing plant in Belper, Derbyshire 
using premium quality components and materials.

Long-lasting quality, efficiency and performance
Sharpened intelligence with our IoniDetect technology helps to 
achieve even greater efficiencies, lower gas consumption and less 
wear and tear.

Quiet mark accredited*

Quiet and peaceful operation for your home.

*Excludes the ecoTEC plus 635



Unlock the full 
potential of a 
Smart Home 
Ready boiler
The new ecoTEC plus integrates seamlessly 
into a smart home, enabling complete control 
of your heating via Amazon Alexa and Apple 
HomeKit and our easy-to-use myVAILLANT app.   

What’s more, with myVAILLANT connect smart 
home subscriptions, it unlocks a whole new 
level of remote appliance care, support, and 
energy optimisation, for increased efficiency, 
first-class customer service and even more 
peace of mind. 

To find out more about energy optimisation 
and remote appliance care packages, 
visit vaillant.co.uk 

Take control
from anywhere
The myVAILLANT app allows 
you to control your heating 
and hot water from anytime, 
from anywhere.  

https://www.vaillant.co.uk/homeowners/products/latest-innovations/connectivity/


myVAILLANT 
connect gateway 

sensoROOM sensoHOME

The myVAILLANT connect internet 
gateway is our new plug-and-play 
solution that enables seamless smart 
home integration of your heating 
appliances when fitted with one of 
Vaillant’s senso range of controls.

sensoROOM is our easy-to-use digital 
thermostat. When installed as part of 
a Vaillant heating system, the control 
will take advantage of enhanced load 
compensation to modulate the Vaillant 
heating system. The myVAILLANT 
connect acts as the reciever for the 
sensoROOM which allows use of the 
myVAILLANT app and can use the 
internet to offer weather compensation. 

Our senso range of controls is 
designed with simplicity in mind. 
When paired with the myVAILLANT 
connect internet getaway, the 
sensoHOME offers an elegant and 
modern smart control solution, 
complete with an intuitive 
interface, app connectivity and 
smart-home integration. 

Choose the right controls for you 
Vaillant controls speak a dedicated language - one that lets them do more than turn a 
boiler on and off. It enables constant precision control, so there’s no wastage, more power, 
increased efficiency with the potential to lower your energy bills.

Scan the QR code to find out more about Vaillant’s intelligent 
range of controls and learn how choosing the right control can 
not only increase your comfort levels, but help you reduce your 
energy consumption and bills, too.

https://www.vaillant.co.uk/homeowners/products/heating-controls-thermostats/


Vaillant Group UK Ltd 
Nottingham Road 
Belper, Derbyshire 
DE56 1JT

www.vaillant.co.uk

Follow Vaillant UK on

vaillanthomeuk

vaillanthomeuk

Why choose a Vaillant Advance installer?
By choosing an Advance Installer, you’re choosing from our network of 
Gas Safe registered, independent installers who have  been fully trained 
on our products. They can offer you exclusive extended guarantees, as 
well as a free, no obligation quote to ensure your Vaillant product is the 
perfect fit for you and your home. 

Name of installer

Telephone number

http://www.vaillant.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/vaillanthomeuk/
https://www.facebook.com/VaillanthomeUK/

